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LESSON 5:  Ideating & Design Thinking 
 

LESSON OVERVIEW 

This lesson will introduce students to ideation and encourage them to form their own ideas to solve a 

problem. Using the skills they have learned in the previous lessons, students will apply their knowledge to 
create their own unique invention idea to solve a problem related to one of the characters in the theme 

book.  

  

OBJECTIVE 

Students will be able to: 

• Apply the steps of the invention process to develop their own unique solution to a problem. 

• Use interviewing skills to give and receive feedback. 

• Create a problem statement as a result of their interviews and feedback they receive.  

• Draw a detailed design plan with labeled parts and features.  
 

MATERIALS 

• Google Slides: YIPLit Lesson 5 

• Book: The Day the Crayons Quit, by Drew Daywalt, Illustrated by Oliver Jeffers 

ISBN: 0399548920, 978039954892 

• Video: The Day the Crayons Quit, Read Aloud, (included in Google Slides) 

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPkrhIEoOJg) (Story Time Out Loud, 7:28 minutes) 

• What’s the Problem? Worksheet packet (included in YIPLit: Inventor’s Journal) 

• Timer (timer countdown included in Google Slides, or use a clock, phone, or other device) 

• Pencils, pens, markers or crayons for writing and drawing 

• Computers or devices to access the Internet for research 
      United States Patent and Trade Office website: www.uspto.org 

      Amazon website: www.Amazon.com 

      Target website: www.Target.com 

• My Invention Research Worksheet (included in the YIP: Lit Inventor’s Journal) 

• YIPLit: Inventor’s Journals  
 

NOTES FOR THE TEACHER 

Teacher may use slides provided or lead instruction and discussion on their own.  

 
Students will select the problem they wish to solve for their invention project today. They may use their 

Character Chart and/or their Brainstorming! worksheets from previous lessons to help them as they make 

their choice, or they may choose a new character. However, it is important for them to understand that 
they will not be able to change the focus of their project moving forward.   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPkrhIEoOJg
http://www.uspto.org/
http://www.amazon.com/
http://www.target.com/
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If time allows in your YIPLit unit, it is recommended that once students identify the problem they wish to 

solve for their invention project, that they do research (using the skills learned in Lesson 4). They will 

want to research the problem, who is affected by that problem, as well as information to help them 

develop a solution. Once they think of their design, students may also research if the solution already 

exists. Websites such as the US Patent and Trade Office, Amazon, and Target are good websites to search 
for similar inventions and products. If a product already exists, encourage students to think about how 

their invention idea is unique from these products- how is it different so that they can highlight these 

unique features in their invention design and in their presentation at the end of the project. All research 
should be recorded in the YIPLit: Inventor’s Journal. Students may use the My Invention Research 

Worksheet in the journal to help them record their findings.  

 

 

INSTRUCTION & ACTIVITIES 

Teacher may lead the following lesson plan with flexibility to adapt as needed to fit technology and 

class format: 

 
Teacher Instruction:  

Tell students that now it is their turn to become the inventor. Think back to reading the theme book. Who 

are the characters? What are their problems? How are they feeling? How can you help them? Remind 

students of the activities they have already done (SCAMPER may be especially valuable). Tell students they 
are going to ideate on their own. Ideate means to think and form ideas to solve a problem.  

 

 
Activity: What’s the Problem? (20 minutes) 

Ask students to choose one character from the theme book they want to help. Then have them brainstorm 

ideas on how they can help solve that character’s problem. They may use their Character Chart and/or 
their Brainstorming! worksheets from previous lessons to help them as they make their choice, or they 

may choose a new character. However, the character they choose and the problem they wish to solve 

today will be the focus of their final invention project moving forward. Have students complete the What’s 

the Problem? worksheet packet (included in the YIPLit: Inventor’s Journal). They will write or draw ideas 
for at least 3 solutions. Then, they will evaluate these ideas using the chart and questions provided. 

 

 
Activity: Idea Gallery Walk (10 minutes) 

Ask students to walk around the room and share their favorite 3 ideas with at least 2 other classmates. 

They can use the chart in the What’s the Problem? worksheet packet (included in the YIPLit: Inventor’s 

Journal) to record their findings as they speak to peers. Give students 7 minutes to walk around. (A timer is 

included in the Google Slides). Some helpful questions to ask peers include:  

• Why did you choose these ideas? 

• What do you like best about them? 

• Do you think is better than the other? 
 

 

Teacher Instruction:  
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Now ask students to take the feedback from their peers to select their best idea. What is their final 

solution? They should write down this idea which will become the Problem Statement for their project and 

the focus of their invention. Remind students to consider the feasibility of making a prototype of this 

solution as this will be what they will design and build moving forward.  

 
 

Activity: Design your Prototype (15 minutes) 

Ask students to complete the What’s the Problem? worksheet packet (included in the YIPLit: Inventor’s 
Journal) by writing out their final solution (the idea they will turn into their invention project) and to draw 

a design of their solution- this will be the design for their prototype. Designs should be detailed and parts 

should be labeled.   

 
 

Closure Activity: Researching Your Design Idea (15 minutes) 

Note to teacher: If times allows, include research of the students’ own invention design (see Notes for the 

Teacher). You may choose to assign this as homework or build time into this or another lesson. Refer to the 

skills learned in Lesson 4.  

 
Ask students to think back to Lesson 4 when they researched Duncan and his problem. What resources did 

they use? Who could they ask for help? Using these same skills, now they must research the problem they 

have identified for their invention project. They should also try to learn more about those affected by this 

problem. And finally, students should also research their invention solution. Does the solution already 
exist? Websites such as the US Patent and Trade Office (www.uspto.org), Amazon (www.amazon.com), 

and Target (www.target.com)  are good websites to search for similar inventions and products. If a 

product already exists, encourage students to think about how their invention idea is unique from these 

products- how is it different so that they can highlight these unique features in their invention design and 

in their presentation at the end of the project. All research should be recorded in the YIPLit: Inventor’s 

Journal. Students may use the My Invention Research Worksheet (included in the YIPLit: Inventor’s 
Journal) to help them record the notes from their research.  

 

IDEAS FOR VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION 

What’s the Problem? 

Ask students to complete the What’s the Problem? worksheet packet on their own. When it is time to share, 
you may have an online class sharing session using a virtual platform such as the chat, a shared document, 

or Zoom breakout rooms. Or students may ask family and friends at home to provide feedback.  

 

 

www.uspto.org
www.amazon.com
http://www.target.com/

